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An Optimization Code for Large Scale Dynamic
Nonlinear Optimization Problems

USER'S MANUAL

1. Introduction

The following manual describes the use of che optimization code

CONOPT with the features that have been implemented by the beginning of

November, 1979.

The code is still an experimental code, ard all users are encouraged

to report any proolems or errors they meet. Also, users are encouragec to

ccmment on this manual - if certain features are not explained very well or

if apparently correct input decks causes error messages, and on the code

itself - e.g., which additional features would be useful.

The mianual is organized as follows: In section 2 we give a short

definition of the mathematicil problem we want to solve and we give the main

assumptions on which the code is based. Section 3, 4 and 5 defines the

optimization problem to the code. In section 3 we describe the MODEL-input

that-defines the structure of the problem, i.e. which variables enter in

whicn -elations, and defines the constant linear part of the model. The

format o" the MODEL-input is chosen as close to standard ,MPS-format for -

ordinary L?-proDlems as possible with a few additional features to define

the time structure and the nonlinearities of the problem.

Section 4 describes the SERIES-input where the numerical values of

the linear but time dependent parts of tne proolem can be defined.

The structure of trie ncnlinearities is defined in the MODEL-input.

Section 5 describes how the actual nonlinear functions are entered. The user

must supply a FORTRAN subroutine called FCOGiP that can compute numerical
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values of tne nonlinear expressions, and the values are passed as biack-Dox

.nformiation to tne optimizer. . plan for the future is -o by-pass the FORIR.r

subroutine ano define tne nonlinearities in a form, that can be manipulated

by the optimization coce.

COINCPT nas a control iancuage for cefining and cndnging right hand

sices, oouncs, objective function, optimization direction, output levels,

etc. instead of inventing a new control language we have, oeing satisfied

users of CDC's L?-systemi A'PEX, chosen to make a control language tnat very

much follows tnh lines of "%PEX control language with the necessary aoditions

of verbs to suit the aynamic and nonlinear problems. The oontrol language is

cescribed in section 6.

The output frcm CONCPT can be divided into different groups as

reproduction of input, iteration log information, optimal or intermeciate

solutions, etc. The meaning of tnis output, especially the aobreviations

in the page and table headings, is explained in section 7.

Finally, in section 3 we give an example of a small optimal control

problem, anu we show the four input files: MIODEL, SEP.IES, FCOMP, and Control-

Program.

At the mrment we have not implemented any revise and restart

facilities. 3efore we start implemienting anytning in this area we would 1ike

to have comments from users on the types of revisions and restarts tney-would

find useful.

2. The Mdathematical Formulation of the Problem

The type of nonlinear optimization proolem we are concerned 4i-h

can without loss of generality be defined as:



-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -,-ninl or ,max : =t-L f (tZ xt-l' .. XtL t)

subj'ect t-o

9gi ( t', xt-!' ''xtL) .rel.bit ,i=l,.., n ;t=l,... T

and at < x < 3t XT

wneea:

- Xt is a vect-or of continuous optimization variables in period ;.

The dimension of x. is m, inceoendent of t.

- is a linear or nonlinear function with continuous first

derivatives.

.rel. is a relation i.e. <, =, > or non binding.

- , and s are vectors of lower and uoper bounds, some of which

can be -- or +.

- f is an objective function with continuous first derivatives.

- L is the maximum number of lags.

- x t-s indicates the vector of optimization variables lagged s periods,

i.e. from s periods before period t.

We assume that:

- the functions g and f can be expressed by the same formula. in

all tine periods t, especially each function depends always

on the same set of variables. Thi,s assumption is certainly true

for T=i, i.e. static problems.

- the ccmponents of xo, x 1, ... , x L that are used in the g and f

functions are all known.

- the relation (<, = , >, or non binding) for a certain constraint

is the same in all periods.



all variaoles enter unlag9ed in at least one relation.

the ,functions f ano g are defined for all Ival ues of x that satisfies

-he Douncs.

3. St-uctural Information - The ,tCDEL-File

The structure o' the problem is entered in a -iodcfied >'?S-format

'aith ' to 3 sections. .ne sections must te entered in the crcer shcwn *elow:

"ODEL - card
RCNS - section
CCL'..".S - section
LAGS - section soptional)
RHS - section (optional I
MOU,iS - section (optional)
:Rr', !GES - section (ootionai)

£:OA; -cart

.he format or tr.e input cards are standard 'l?S-format with eacn card

diviced into 5 fields:

,el4 '-Clumns Content

l 2-3 Type of rowq or bound.

2 5-12 lame of column, right-hand side,
boundset, or rangeset

3 15-22 tlame of row or'column.
25-36 'Ialue indicator for derivative, right-hand

side, bound, or range.

51 4C0-17 same as field 3.

C C50-61 same as field -.

Tne namre fields 2, 3 and 5 defined above contain 3 characters, and

in the followina we will always refer to names as 3 alfanumieric characters.

'Jowever, in the COC-versicn of the code all names can ha.ve 10 ciharacters anc

the fields are extended 2 characters to the riqht, i.e. 5-11, 15-2-, and

40-49.

In tine names blanks are considered as ordinary characters, i.e.

"'KI23t56 " and ' X123456" are nct identical. The values in 'ield 4 and 5

are read with a F12.5 format and they should contain a decimal point. if a



cecirnal ooint coes not appear G; assumed to De locatea :etween column

30 ana 31 or between column ;5 -no :o.

3.1 0QD'El--ard

The MODEL-carl is the first cara in the input ceck. r- is used to

7,enti;;y the input ceck. nhe i t rm, ,s:

Cciur,mn >-5: MCODEL

Fiela 3: A string 5f 3 alfanumneric cnarac:ers icentif7ing the

input ceck.

3.2 R.WS - section

The RCOWS-card is the iirst card in the second cata section. The

.or.,a- is:

:_oumn 1-4: 'ROWS

After the ROWS-card eacn row or relation in one oericd of the i,,odel

.ust De cescribed Dy one card with thne folIowing format:

Fiela 1: The type of the row or relation with L for less than or

equal (<), G for greater than or equal (>), E ,or equal

(=), and N for ncn oinaing. The type character can be

punched in column 2 or 3.

rield 2: The name of' the rsw, 3 alfanumeric characters.

The objective function ex:ression must be enterec as a row-of typ! N.

3.3 CLIJMNS - section

The COLIUMNS-card is the first card in the th,rc cata sect'on. The

for...at is:

Column !-7: COLUMnNS



The COLUJNS-secticn descriDes which variables (colurns) enters in

wnich equations (rows) without a lag. 'ne data is entered columnwise, and

one column must be finished before the next is startec. Within each column

the order of the rows is unimoortant.

The format of the dara cards is:

Field 2: The name of the -olumn, an 3 character variable name.

Must be present on all data cards.

Field 3: Rowname, 3 characters.

Field 4: Derivative indicator.

Field 5: Rown-.me or blank.

Field 5: Derivative indicator if field 5 is not blank.

The derivative indicator describes how the variaole (column) enters

the e-uation (row). CO?NCPT recognizes ' different tyoes of derivatives:

Derivative type !: constant and time independent, i.e. the variable

enters linearly with a constant cofficient.

2: constant but time dependent, i.e. the,variable

enters linearly with a time dependent cofficient.

3: variacle derivative that only depends on lagged

varianles, i.e the variable xjt enters in an;

expression lIke xjt= a(xt , here a(.)

is any functicn of lagged variables.

4: variable derivative that depinds on unlagged

variables, i.e. the variab'Ie enters in a truely

nonlinear fasnion.

The aerivative indicators (punched in field . or 5 of the data card)

for the four derivative types are as 'ollows:



Type ; he value of the constant coefficient or cerivative.

Type 2: 9999.

Type 3: 99999.

Type 4: 999999.

Note:

a. The scecial incicators 999., 99999., and 999999. are cefault

value, and it is possible to change them in the control program,

see section 5.

b. The CCNOPT code dces nct distinguish between derivatives of type 3

and 4 at the mroment.

c. It is always allowed to increase the type number of a aerivative.

However, .ne user shculc try to use the lowest possible type

numoer because the sotution alaoritnm takes advantage of this

information.

d. In static problems, i.e. problems with T=1, derivatives of type 2

and 3 aces not exist.

e. The values of a type 2 derivative can be supplied in the SERIES file,

see section 4. Note however, that the d,efinition of the non-linear

expression that should be coded in a FORTRANl subroutine depends-on

which time series have been enterea. Read section 5 carefully,

3.4 LAGS-sections

If the model relations contain lags (which all dynamic mtodels

should) tne structure of the lagged part of the relations must be defined

in one or ,ore LAGS-sections.



Tne LA(S-: ard is :ne firs: card in each LAGS-sect:on. nhe format. is:

Column 1-4: LAGS

,'iec 4: aS number "cr this LAGS-section - a positive integer written

with a decimal point.

The L.AGS-sections must be entered with increasing lag number.

it-hin each LAGS-section the cata are entered with the same format

as in the COLUMNS-section with col'z-n-nare, row-name anc derivative inoacator.

Each input element indicates that tne variable named by the column name enters

the relation named oy the rcwi name lagged the number of periods indicated

by the lag numcer on the LAGS-carS. The columns must be in the same orcer

as in the COLUMHS section althouQh not all columns have to be oresent ,n the

LAGS-sections.

3.5 RHS-section

If a right-hand siCe is nonzero it must be speciiied in the RHS-

section. he first card in this section is the RHS-card wilh tne following

ro rmat:

Column 1-3: .RHS

More right-hand sides can be entered. The particular right-hand

side that snould 5e used in the optirnization is defined in the control

program. All rignt-hand sices are entered in a format similar to the form,at

of the COLUU.1NS-section, ana as in the COLUMN'S-section eacn right-hand side

must be finished before the next is started. The forrmat of each caro is:

F Field 2: ''ame o' the r-ight-hand side, an 8 character name.

Field 3: Rowname, 8 characters.

Field 4: ?HS-indicator.

Field 5: Rowname or tlank.

Field 6: RiHS-indicator if field 5 is not blank.
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The RH:S-incicator cescribes wnether the r-i',h--anc ,ide in the row

zepends cn time, in which case 9999. is enterea, or is t,ime incepencent, in

whicn case the right-hand sioe value is entered. Cons-ant zero rignt-hand

sides need not oe specifiec. The 9999.-indicator is tne sasme as the 9999.-

inci,cator in the CCLUMNS-section and it can be cnanrcez in the control program

if necessary. The actual ti,me series of the values of the rignt-hand sides

are entered through the SERIES file, see section 4.

A special right-hand side namred FUNCTION is reserved. This right-

hand sice is usec to give the connection Detween the rOwnarnes anc the row-

indices used in the FORTRAN suoroutine that computes the ncnlinear expres-

sions, see secticn 5. Field .1 and 6 of this right-hanc side must contain a

positive integer, written iith a decimal point. The integer is interpreted

as the rcw-inaex of the row, and it is the users res?onsibilit that this

row-incex actually corresponds to tne index usea in the FORTRAN suoroutine.

The only constraints on the row-indices are that they must oe

positive, less than or equal to the total number of rzss, and distinct. If

a FUNCTION right-nand side is present it must supply row-indices for all non-

inear functions. If no F'UNCTION right-hand side is s;ppliea, all the rows,

ooth linear and nonlinear, will :e given inoices after tre-i.r occurance in the

ROWS-section.

3.6 SOUNDS-section

If somre of the variaDles have bounds different. from > 0, which is

the default bound, these bounds must be en;tered in a MOUNDS-section. The

first carc in this section is the 3OUNDS-card with the following format:

Columnin 1-6: BOUNDS



;ore sets of bounGs can De entered in one input deck. They are

aistinguishea Dy a oound name. The particular bound set Chat should De usea

in an optimization is defined in the control program.

The format of the data cards is:

Fleld 1: The bound type. There are the following possibilities:

UP - upper oounc

LO - lower oouna

FR - free variable

FX - fixed variable

[iI - < 0

P! > 0 (' - :ult)

Fieid 2: 3ouna name, an 8 character nane.

F,eid 3: Column name, 8 characters.

rield 4: BOUND-indicator or blank.

The following rules apply to 'ie order of the data cards:

a. One bound set must be finished before the next bound set is

's tarted.

b. Within each bound set the columns must appear in the same

order as in the COLUMNS-section, although not all columns

need to se menwioned.

c. Only the following comoination of two bounas for one

column are allowed: (LO, UP), (LO, 'iI), (PL, UP), and

(FR, UP?. The last conDination is used for bounds of the

type x < b where b > 0 since UP alone with a positive bound

o implies o < x < b. Within a combination the order is

unimportant, except with (FR, UP) whiere FR must be first.



The 3 '"n1ndicator in field 4 is onty used with bound type JP,

LO, ana FX. IF the bound is independent of time the value is simply entered.

If the bouna cepends cn time tne time series indicator 9999. is used. If

necessary, the 9999.-indicator can be changed as mentioned in the COLUMNS-

ana 2T,S-sections.

Some special Dound se: naries, 'VARIABLE and all names starting

with INIT, especially INITIAL, are reserved. The 'IARIABLE bound se: is

used to give the connection between the column names and the indices of the

variables used in the FORTRAN subroutine that computes the nonlinear expres-

sions, see section 5. Field 1 Fhoula be blank, and field 4 rmlust contain a

positive integer written with a decimal point. The integer is used as the

index of the variaole in the FORTs.;; suoroutine, and it is the users respon-

sioility that the column nam,es actually correspond to the incices useo in the

F-CR7RANI subroutine. The only ccnstraints on the indices are that they must be

positive, less than c! equal to the total numoer of columns, and distinct. If

a 'JARIABLc bou'nd set is present it must supply indices for all nonlinear

variables. If no VARIABLE bound set is supplied the variables will be given

indices after their occurance in the COLUMNIS-section.

The 7NITIAL bcund set is used to give the variables initial values

;nat can be usec as a starting po4nt for the cpticmization. Field 1 can only

contain the types FX, LO, and UP. 'f the bound type is FX the BOUND-indicator

in field d contains the initial value. if the bound-type is LO or UP the vari-

a3le is initialized at its lower cr upper bound, respectively, and field 4 is

not used. IT is not necessary to supply any initial values and if an INITIAL

bound set is present it need not contain all variables. 'lariables that are

not initialized expi,citly w,ill be initialized as follows:
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a. lxed Jarnables are of course initial-ed at thieir fixed value.

b. Variables witnout a bound are initialized at zero.

c. Variables with one bound like UP, LO, MI1, or PL are initialized

at this bound.

d. V1ariables with two bounds like (UP, LO), (MI, LO) or (PL, UJP)

are initializee at the numierically smallest bound and in case

of a tie at :-he upper (positive) oound. -Note, that a variaDle

with a positive upper bound is assumed to have lower bound

0 unless another lower Dound is defined, and it will be initialized

at 0.

e. Lagged variaDles from -eriods before the planning horizon are

initialized at 0.

If an initia value in the INITIAL bound sets aces not satisfy

the bounds in the bouna set that is selected for the particular optimization,

the initial value is moved to the nearest bound.

It is possible to have different sets of initial values -in the inpu

deck. Tne initial values are entered in a bound set with d name starting

witn INIT using the same rules as for the 1INITIAL bound '-t. The actual

1NIT;(;,XX set to be used can be defined in the control program.

3 7 7RA,GES-section

constrainr 3o the type lit < ... , t) < uI> can *e

specified in the RA'iG'S-sect t The value of either lit or uit as well as

one of the inequalities rmust be defined in the ROWS-section, and the value

of rit = uit - lit is defined in the RANGES section. If bjt is the value

defined fcr the row in the RHS-secticn the final constraint will be as

fol 01 oJs:
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row type G: bjt ' g, (g xtIXt-jL i

row type L: b. r r.X 'g. ... I tLI) - bit

The first card in the RANGES-section is zne RANGES-card with the

following format.

Column 1-6: RANGES

More rance-vectors, i.e. rjt - vectors, can ce -nt.ered. The parti-

cular range-vector to be used in the optimization is defined in the control

program. All range-vectors are entered in a format similar to the format of

the COLUMNS- ano ROWS-sections, and as before each range-vector must be

finished before the next is started. The exact format is:

Field 2: Name of the range vector, an 8 character name.

Field 3: Rowname, 8 characters.

Field 4: RANGE-indicator.

Field 5: Rowname or blank.

Field 6: RAtNGE-indicator if field .5 is-nonblank.

The RANGE-indicator gives the value of rit in the usual way: A

time independent r.t is entered directly while a time-cependent rit is indi-

cated by the 9999.-indicator with the actual time series cata entered in the

SERIES section.

3.8 E4DATA-card

The file with the structural information, tne MiODEL-file, must always

end with an ENDATA-card with the format:

Column 1-6: ENDATA
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3.9 ERRORS

The coce test for inccnsiste.icies in the inout and prints an error

message if something is wrong. in the cases wnere it is possible to recover

simply by deleting the wrong data element the errors are counted as minor

errors, and it will be possible to continue after a iJODEL-file with minor

errors. If there are more serious errors, cou:i:e, as major errors, it is

generally not possible to continue. However, an exception are major errcrs

in RHS-, 3OUND-, or RANGE-sets. the erroneous se- is deleted, but the job

can continue as long as the deleted set is not used :o define the actual

optimization problem.

4. Time Deoendent Inform-ation - The SERIES-Fil-

The structural cescription of the probiec, in the ilODEL-file is inde-

pendent of the nurber of time periods in the optimization problem. Before the

actual cptimization can be initialized we will have to cefine the octimization

timne periods and enter data for the time series in t:he model. The time period

infor-mation is entered in 'the control program, and -he time series are entered

via the SERIES file.

The SERIES File consists like the MCo_L-file of sections: SE.RIES-

card, COLUMNS-section, LAGS-sections, RXS-section, SOU,JDS-section, RANGES-

section, and ENDATA-card. All except the SERIES and EIDATIA cards are opticnal.

but if they appear their relatlve order must be as in the MODEL-file. in

each section data can be entered for the entries were de'ined by the

9999.- indicator in the MCCEL-file.

4.1 SERIES-card

The SERIES-card must alaays be the firs: card in the time series

input deck. T.ne format is as the :IOOEL-card in :;e MODEL-file.



_ 2 COLUS'-'S-secti on

a COLUMNS-section is present it must starti with a COLUMtNS-card

as in the -ICDEL-file. For each 9999.-indic"cor in the columns-section a

time series can be entered, but it is not required. See section 5 for a

cescription of how the relations are between the FORT?AN subroutine describing

tne nonlinearities and the data supplied in the time series data section.

--acn time series must be defined by a header card with the following

format:

Column 5-12: column name, 8 characters.

Column :5-22: row name, 3 characters.

Column 2-5-36: first time period in the time series, an integer

written 4ith a decimal point.

Column 37-48: last time period in the time series, an integer

written with a decimal point.

Tne time se-ies must cover the whole optimization period but it is

valid to enter- a time series that covers a longer period both before and/or

after the optimization period. Tnus, it is possible to write one SERIES

file and use it for optimizations o:er different time periods.

Tne time series itself is entered on subsequent cards using a

(!r18.10) format.

7ne relative order of the time series must Oe the same as the order

of the 9999.-entries in the MPS-file.

a.3 LAGS-sections

If one or more LAGS-sections are present they must all start with

a LAGS-cara as in the IMCOEL-file. The LAGS-sections must be entered with

increasing lag number. The time series in these sections are also used to
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enter data for the 9:999.-indicators, and as in the CuLUM?IS-section it is

not required to enter time series for all 9999.-indicators, but the :ir.;e

c.eries that are actually entered must be in the same relative order as the

9999.s in the MPS-file. Each time series must be defined by a header card

with the same format as in the COLUMNS-section, and t:e series are then

aritten in (4F13.10) formiat on subsequent cards.

The definition of the time periods in connection with lagged

derivatives is as follows: Let s be the lag number. The derivative of

a row in period t with respect to a variable in perioa t-s is assignes

to period t, i.e. to the period of the row or constraint. r' the optimi-

zation is performed from period t1 to t2 inclusive tr.e time series must

at least contain the derivatives from perioa t1 to t2 inclusive.

4.4 ?HS-section

If the right hand side that is going to me used in the optimiza-

tion contains any 9999.-indicators, the time series must be supplied in the

RHS-section of the SERIES-file.

The RHS-section is started by a RHS-card iith the same forimat as

in the MODEL-file. Tne right hand sides must be r%entioned in the same orcer

as in the MODEL-file although not all right hand sides need. to be mentioned,

and within each right hand side the time series must be supplied in tne same

order as in the RHS-section of the MPS-file. If one 9999.-indicator in a

right hand side is entered all time series in this right hand side must be

entered.

Each time series must be defined by a heaaer card with a format

similar to the header card in the COLUMNS- and LA.GS-sections:



Column 3-12: right hand side name, 3 characters

Column 15-22: row name, 8 characters

Column 25-36: first time period in tne time series, an

integer written with a decimal point

Column 37-a2: last time period in the time series, in

integer written with a decimal point

The time series itself is entered in (4F18.10) format ini.ediately

following the heacer card. The time series must at least cover the whole

opti,mization per-,od.

1.5 3OU,NOS-section

If the bcund set or IIIT-bound set that is going to We usea in the

optimization contains any 999. -indicators the time series must De supplied

in tne 3OUNDS-section of the SERIES-file. The BOUNDS-section is started by a

3CUNOCS-card witn the same format as in the MODEL-file.

ine bound sets imust be mentioned in the same order as in :te M?S-

file although it is not necessary tc mention all bound sets. Within each

bound set the time series must be entered in the same order as in the 3OUNOS-

section of the MPS-file. If a bound set is mentioned, all -t,me series indi-

cated by the 9999.-indicator in the bound set must be entered.

Each time series must be aefined :y a header card with :r-.e Following

format:

Column 5-12: Bound set name, 8 characters

Column 15-22: Column name, 3 characters

Column 25-36: First time period in the series, an

integer written with a decimal point



Column 37-48: Last time period in the series, an

integer written witnh a decimal ooint

The time series itself is entered in (4F18.10) format immediately

following the header card. For ordinary bound sets the time series. must cover

the whole planning period. For initial value bound sets the time series must

at least cover the laggec values that are used in the model. Else the se-res

can cover the whole, the first par: of or none of the cptimization perioc.

a.6 DRANGES-section

The rules for the ranges is similar to the rules for the bounds:

if tne range set that is used in the octimization concains a 9999.-indi:azor

the corresponding time series must be supplied in the ?:A;GES-section of tne

SERiES-file. The RANGES-section is started by a RANGES-card with the formna

described for the MODEL-fil!.

Range sets must be mentioned in the same orcer as in the MODEL-file,

but some of them can be left out. Within each range set the tine series must

be entered in the same order as in the aA,GES-section of the MODEL-file. .f a

range set is mentioned all time series in the set must be supplied.

The header card for the time series has the format:

Column 5-12: Range set name, 3 characters

Column 15-22: Row name, 3 characters

Column 25-36: First time period in the time series, an

integer written with a decimal point

Column 37-48: Last time period "In the time series, an

integer written with a decimal point

Tne series itself follows the header card and is entered in (-113j

format.



'. 7 EcDATA-card

Li'Ke the :10DEL-file the ScRIES-file must always end .ith a card witn

ENDATA punched in col umns I to 6.

4.3 ERRORS

The code -ests for many tyoes of errors in ',e inout and i.f some-

thing wrong IS 5Founc an error messace is printed. In :h,c cases where it

is possible to recover simply by deleting the data element with the error the

errors are counted as minor errors, a-nd it will be oossiole to conti-rue after

a SERIES-file when minor errors have been read. A'fter encountering more

serious errors, -ounzed as major errors, it is generally not possible to

continue. .-owever, as with the YODE.L-file there is an exceotion with major

errors in RHS-, K3UNIO-, or RANGE-sets. Again the erroneous sets are deleted

and the job can continue as long as the deleted sets are not used later on.

After reacing a SERIES-file with non-recoverable major errors tne

MODEL-file sill still be ready so it is possible to star-, reading a new

SERIES-file.

5. The Nonlinear .unctions

All nonlinearities must be supplied by the user through a subroutine

callel FCOMP, that can compute the numerical values of the nonlinear exores-.

sions and possibly also their nonzero derivatives.

The first cards in the .C^Mp subroutine should be:

SUBROUTINE FCOMP (X,G)

DIMENSION X(*), G(**)

where * and +* should be replaced by the largest index of a variable cr o,f

an expression, respectively, or si-mply by 1. A corxrn block with the name

CRUSEI can be included as the third line in FCCMNP:
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COMMCN/CRUSE1/NROW, iNICOL, NCALL, IPROB, IT1IE, IERR

The first five variables in CRUSE1 are input variables to FCOMP and they

should never be changed. The content of the variables is as follows:

'IRCW - the largest index of a nonlinear function and

the dimension of G.

ICOL - the largest index of a nonlinear variaDle and

the dimension of X.

WCALL - the number of times FCO'P has been called including

this time. If the problem is changed, e.g., because

a new objective is defined, NCALL starts from 1

again. This variable can be used by the user to

control input to or output from FCOMP. in the COC-

version input can be read from TAPE7 and output

can be written to TAP'6 = OUTPUT.

IPROB - a cell that the user an set in the control program.

It can be used to dist nguish different model versions

tnat are all included in one FCOMP subroutine.

ITIM1E - the number of the time period for which the nonlinear

expressions should be computed.

.E2R - a cell through which the user can report to the

optimization code that something is wrong. It is

initially set to zero, and if the user sets it to a

nonzero value the optimization will stop immediately.

It should be mentioned, that FCOMP can call other user supplied

subroutines, and it can store data in labelled commonblocks. In order to

avoid duplicate common block names the user should avoid names starting with C
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A row or expression is definec to be nonlinear if it contains at

least one 99999.- or 999999.-entry in either the COLUMNS- or one of the

LAGS-sections of the MODEL-file, and a column or variable is defined to be

nonlinear if the MODEL-file contains at least one 99999.- or 999999.-entry in

the column in the COLUMNS- or cne of the LAGS-sections. All 99499.-entries

in the COLUMINS- or LAGS-sections that are not replaced by actual time series

during input of the SERIES-file should be treated in the FCOMP-subroutine and

in the following definitions as if the entries had been 99999.-entries, i.e.

the variable ~s assumed to enter nonlinearly in the expression.

The subroutine FCOMP is only concerned with the nonlinear parts

of the expressions. The nonlinear part of the expression in a certain row

is the part of the tctal expression that depends on all the variables that

enters nonlinearly in the row. i.e. if x; enters as 3 * x. + x2 both 3 * x.;
2 i 1 

and x. are part of t'ie nonlinear expression, and if a derivative is supplied

it must be coded as 3 + 2 * xl. If xi also enters lagged but linearly, the

lagged xi-par- is not a part of the nonlinear expression.

The values of the current nonlinear variables are supplied to FCO-MP

through the vector X(*) that is the first argument of FCOMP. X(ICOL) contains

the value of the variable (columin) that was definec to have no .COL in the

bound set named VARIABLE'. X will only be defined for values of ICOL mentioned

in the VARIABLE bound set. If no VARIA.BLE bound set was supplied X(ICOL)

will contain the value of the 'COL'th column in the COLUMNS-section of the

MODEL-file.

Lagged values of the nonlinear variables are supplied to FCOMP

through the systems function XLAG (ICOL,ILAG). ICOL is the column number

as defined above and ILAG is the number of lags. ILAG must be positive.
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The values of the noniinear expressions are returned through the

vector S(*) that is the second argument of FCOMP. The nonlinear expressions

are referenced through row numbers. Expression no. IROW corresponds to the

row that was defined to have no. IROW in the right hand side named FUNCTIONl.

If no FUitCT,OUi right hand side was supplied, expression IROW corresponas to

the TROW'th row in the ROWS-secticn of the ,lPS-fiie.

It is possible also to supply partial derivatives of the nonlinear

expressions to the optimization code. However, the description must wait

for a later version of the manual.
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iaole 1: Differences between standara MPS-format afid CCNOPT-for-at

Item MPS (e.c. APEX or MPSX) CC,lOPT-for-.at

1. Names Leading blanks are ignored, 7ne wnole 8-character string
encedded 3ianks are sometimes is used as the nane. Blanks
allowed. are not recognized.

2. Linear combinat;on rows Sometimes acceDtec. :.ot allowea.

3. barkers Acceptaole. :,ot allowed.

4. Ti ie series indicator Not aDplicabie. 9999.- or an alternative
indicator is recognized.

5. Nonconstant coefficients Not aoplicace. 99999.- ano 999999.- or
alternative indicators are
recogni zed.

6. : Ii' jN rhs Not a0plicaDie. Optional.

7. VARIAbLE Dna lot applicaoie. ODtional.

8. INITIAL bnd Not applicabie. Optional. Can oe located
anywhere in the 30UNGS-
section.

9. INITXXYX ond Not aoplicabte. Optional.

10. RA,NGES Range valuEs can De negative. Range values must be
Ranges cai De aoplied to equal- positive. Ranges can
ities. only be applied to

inequalities.

11. Coefficient values If :here is no cecimal point Standard FORTRA:4 F12.j
one is assumed in the first format is used. I.e.
blank position after the number. if there is no aecimal
E-format is sometimnes accepted. point one is assumed

after the first 6 posi-
tions in the field.
E-format with rijht
justified exponent is
accepted.
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6. The C-ntrol Language

The control language used for CONOPT is very similar to the control

langue'e used in APEX-III, especially in the way the flcw of control is

managed. Therefore, users that are familiar with APEX can look at Table 2

and proceed to sectici 6.5.

6.1 General Format of Control Statements

All control cards are divided into 7 fields that are used as

follows:

.ield 1 in column 1 to 10 is either blank or contains a label

for the control card. All labels must be unique.

Field 2 in column I1 to 20 is used for the verb that describes

the instr-ction to be performed.

Field 3 to 7 in column 20 to 30, 31 to 40 etc. up to 61 to 70

are used for parameter 1 through param,eter 5. If more parameters are needed

they are written on thE following card with both label and verb fields blank.

The position of the label, verb, and parameters within the

10-character fields is unimportant and blank parameter fields are ignored..

6.2 Flow-of Control

Most input/output and computational instructions returns on exit

a positive integer parameter, L3RANC:H, that gives a surmary of the result of!

the operations. The values returned in LBRANCH are des-ribed with the

different verbs in Section 6.5. Based on the value of LB2RANCH it is

possible to jump to different parts of the control program by inserting a

BRANCH-verb i-mmediately after the verb that created the L3RANCH value.

.ne parameters of the BRANCH verb are 'abels, and if the value

of L3RANCH is i, control is transferred to the control statement with the



label in par-ameter i. After the j.'nip the value of LBRANCH is reset to 1.

'f not all parameter fields are defined by the user the last label will be

copied to the rest of the parameter fields such that all large LBRANCH values

will give the same jum.i. To iump to the next card it is possible to give tne

next card a label and use thi, label as a BRANCi parameter. However, an

asrerisk (*) in cne paramerer field of the 3BAr.-O e:ard is equivalent to this

const ruct t i on.

The second imoor.ant :^ntrol verb is EXIT. it is -imply L-2d to

finish the execution of the contro program.

The next verDs are useful for writing sub-routines ird for loop

construction Etc. The first-time user will hardly ^eed them and he can skip

to Section 6.3.

?E?FCRM is a verb ver/ similar to 8RANCH. It transfers control to

one of the 'labels used as parameters on the PERFORM card depending on the

value of L3RANCH. The difference is the association with the verb ,JEXT.

When a PERFORM verb is executed and the label is not * the address of the

instruction following the PERFORM statement is placed in a stack. When the

verb NEXT, that has no parameters, is executea, control is transferred to

the instruction in the top of the stack and this instr;action is deleted from

the stack. PERFORM acts as a call of a subroutine 2nd NEXT is the corresponc-

ing return jump. The maximum nesting of PERFORM verbs is 10.

Conditional branches based on the values of certain CR-cells (see

Section 6.4) instead of on the outcome of computational procedures can be

set up using the TEST-verb. The first parameter must be the name of a cell,

ei.her integer or real, and the second -ararmeter is either the name of a

cell or a numerical value. TEST sets the value of 'L2RANCH to I if the value
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of .he cell inr. :arameter 1 is less than parameter 2, L3RA,IC:' is set ;o 2 i,f

the :,wo va ues Are equal, anC it is set to 3 i. parameter !is greater thar

oa,-ameter 2. 7-sed on the vazue of LBRANCH the verbs BRANCH or PEPFORM1 can

transfer contro' to different instructions.

6.3 Default Branches and Default Procedures

if the user does not enter a BRAMC:X-card irrnediatelv after tne

instruction that created the `2RAINCH value, the svstem will .n ,most cases

insert a dafault BRANCH-card. The labels on tne default BRAVCH-cards are

cescri'ed tosecher with thi LBRANCH values in _ect,on 6.5.

'ne ce,-ult BP.A,lC:--cards will in ,an cases transfer control

away from the next instruc.Iorn if a major or ninor error was found or if

the ooti,mizatCin for some reason d-d not give the optimal solution. If

the user a3nts :_ continue inceoendent of the LBRAINCH value or with

other iumos than the default he must enter an explicit BRANiCH verb, e.g.

with ani asterisk for continue in some of the ararneter fields.

The d'efault branch-s can have the foilowing labels: -AJERR,'

M 1;-RR, PROBOUT, and *. Ccrresponding to'each of these labels there is

a de4'ult trocacure that is inserted in the control progran unless the

user defines t:ne label by writing it on one of his own control cards. The

default Drocdures are currently as follows:

Label Verb Par -aeter fields

AJER?. MESSAGE :-MAJGR RRnC - TJRMINATION

EXIT

.i.ERR MESSAGE MINOR ERPOR - T=RMILNATI M

EXIT

PROC2rUT MESSAGE '0N O PPTI7.ML E-IT

OUTPUTJ 

SA'JE

EXIT
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3.4 Communication Region Cells and Associatea Verbs

The detailed operations of the input procedures and the compu-

tational procedures can be determined through a number of communication

region cells, CR-cells. The names and description of the most important

ones can be found In table 2. Almost all cells have default values that

are also shown in :he table, and except for some 'ames, e.g. KNSOBJ

objective function name) the ootimizationi can work with only default values.

Some of :he cells can be changed through two verbs, SET and STEP,

that have two parameters. The first parameter is the name of a CR-cell,

and the second parameter can either be the name of a cell or a numerical

constant. The SET instruction simply replaces the content of the cell in

parameter 1 with :ne value or the content of the cell in parameter 2. The

STEP instruction increases the content of the cell in parameter 1 with the

value or the contant of the cell in parameter 2.

6.5 !nDut/Output and Comoutational Verbs

6.5.1 MODEL

The MCCE-L-verb is an input verb that asks the system to read the

MODEL-file. The verb has one parameter, an alfanumeric string in parameter

field 1. The string can be blank.

After the MODEL-verb is called the corresponding file is rewound

and read until t-he proper MODEL card is found. If the parameter of the

MODEL-verb is blank tne first MODEL-card is selected from the file, and if

a non-blank parazieter was supplied the first MODEL card with this name in

field 2 (column 1;-24) is selected. After the MODEL-card is selected the

RGhS, COLUMNS etc. are read until an ENDATA card or until end of file.

The L3?e,NCX-values returned by MODEL are:

1 - Successful completion.

2 - ''ajor error were found.

3 - Minor errors were found.
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Taule Z. Cr;m,ounication Region Cells

Aawe Type meset uefault Uescription

KINMu A .,0 - The name on the YiCDEL-card of the sel ectea
:40DEL-file.

Yes &lank The name of tne selectei bound set.

KNS)1X A Yes INIfI IM IZE [irection of optimization (MIN, MINIMIZE,
MAX, or MAXIMIZE).

KNZbLR A Io - The naume on the SERIES-card of the selected
SERIES-file.

mijiinT A Yes 1':iTIAL The name of the selecteo initial bound set.

h,lw)co%j A Yes ElanK The name cf the selected objective function.

KiOKh> A Yes blank The najiie of the selected right hand sice.

Kilh.hl. A Yes olank The name of tne selectea range set.

Lr rfl ! Yes 10 The upper Dound on tne nunber of minor error
messages frwr each input section.

LrFhk2 I Yes It The upper Dcund on the nusT,ber of major
error rr,essages frc.i each input section.

LiTTEn I Yes 100,CUG The upper Dound on the nuniber of iterations
in (PTIIIIZE.

LiMPS I Yes 0 The upper boLnd on the number of input
recoros frow each input section of the
MODEL-file that are reproduced on the output.

LFTSU I Yes 0 As LFHPS for the SERIES-file.

LJFLTh I Yes 1 The function rrade for the FCOMP subroutine,
see Section 5.

Uiik-rU I Yes I The value of the fir-st period in the opti-
mization. Lagged values are prior to this
pe riod.

L,T0 I Yes i The value cf tne last period in the opti-
ri zdti on.

LJ7AB I Yes u Base pericu useG in encoliny the period-code
on the FCRTRAN-reaoaole output file.

-,\JAC- 2 '{Ye 5999 Vialue to inoicate time series elements in
the MOUEL-file.

RVjAC2 a ses 59999 Value tc irnoicate nonlinear ,acobl elen,ents
only oepenai1g on lagsea variables.

r,SUh(, R Yes 55S9$9 'alue to incicate 6eneral non-linear
Jacobi elem.ents.

EAplar,ation to td,Ae 2:

Type: A - Alianui.eric, I - tnteter, K - kcdl.

Re.et: Yes - tne cell can Le cnanSecu in a $ET or STEP instruction.

1ho - tne cell carno.t 'e changed cirectly Dy the user.
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and the default BRANCH-card that is inserted irmediately after

the MODEL verb if the user does not supply his own BRANICH card is:

BRANCH MIAJERR MIN2RR

6.5.2 SERIES

The SERIES-verb is very similar to the MOUEL-verb, the only differ-

ence being that it reads the SERIES file. The file is again rewound before

reading and the verb has one parameter that has the same function as the

parameter of the MODEL-verb.

Notice that the two CR-cells LJFROM and LJTO should be set before

calling SERIES if the default values are not wanted. Also, if a new opti-

mization should be performed with the same model buti with a different

planning period, SERIES must be called again after the change in LJFROM

and/or LJTO.

The LBRANCH values and the def,iult BRANCH-card are the same as for

MODEL.

6.5.3 OPTIMIZE

The OPTIMIZE-verb takes care of the optimization including the

search for a first feasible solution ard the proper setting up of the

problem. The verb has no parameters.

For the setup some of the CR-cells are needed. First of all

the names KNSOBJ, KNSRHS, KNSBND, KNSRNG, KNSINT, and KNSDIR. If no

objective name, KNSOBJ, is supplied only a feasible solution will be searched.

The default blank names ,or KNSRHS, KNSBND, and KNSRNG correspond to an all
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zero right hand side, a bound set of greater than or equal to zero bounds on

ail variables, and a range set without any ranges. The default initial value

bound set, KNSINT, is INITIAL, and the default optimization direction, KNSDIR,

is MINIMIZE.

The number of iterations performed includina both iterations in the

search for a feasible solution and in the optimization is limited by the CR-

cell LFITER with a default value of 100,000. LFITER can be reset in a SET or

a STEP Instruction.

The LBRANICH values returned by OPTIMIZE are:

1. Optimal solution.

2. Major error.

3. No feasible solution can be found.

4. Iteration count greater than or equal to LFITER.

5. Convergence too slow.

6. No change in ob,er.tive even though the reduced gradient

is greater than the tolerance.

7. Time limit reached.

5. A feasible solution is found but no objective was supplied.

9. There is not sufficient core to continue. And the default

BRANCH-card that is inserted unless the user writes his own is

BRANCH * MAJERR PROBOUT

If the LBRANtCH-value was 4, i.e. if the solution process was stopped

prematurely, calling the OPTIMIZE verb again will continue the optimization

exactly as if there had Seen no interrupt. Notice that the iteration count
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continues so LFITER should be reset before OPTIMIZE is called again.

Other CR-cells that have to do with output can also be reset between the

two OPTIMIZE verbs, and the OUTPUT verb (see 6.5.4.) can be called without

destroying the status of the solution. Calling OPTIMIZE again after one

of the other L3RANCM values causes a major error.

If some of the oroblem-defining cells such as the name cells

KNSOBJ, KNSRHS etc. are changed then the problem will be set up again at

the next call to OPTIMIZE, and the solution process is started from the

beginning again. If the time horizon is changed through a -esetting of

LJFROM or LJTO the user must call SERIES again before OPTIAIZE.

6.5.4 OUTPUT

Tne OUTPUT Jerb produces an MPS-like listing of the current solu-

tion. A detailed description is found in section 7.5. In addition, a spe-

cial FORTRAN-readable solution file in APEX-.I1 compatible format for further

processing in report-generators (TABGEN) can be requested. The following

options are available:

OUTPU', FULL f,ull MPS-like cutput

FULL/SPEC full ,IPS-like .iutput and special file

SPECIAL special file only

blank full MPS-lik.l -utput

Further details on the special FORTRANl-readable file yre 4 Z ,en in Appendib

If output is called before a feasible soluti',. nas been found only

the feasible periods and the current period are printed.
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The MiESSAGE vero is usea to print a string on :he solution output.

ire ;orieret of the 5 Harai,.eter fielas is simply printed as a 50 character

striny at the i.;om;ent the MESSAGE verb is executea.

The purpose of the SAVE verb is to save the current solution at a

file with the necessary infoni,ation to rmake a r!ctart. The actual pro-

cecure anc corresponaing restart procedure are nor irizplemented yet.

0.,-7 RkITE

The ,_kl7E vero writes a part of the current solution on the local

ftile IdkT. h<ITE can have one parar,,eter with the three possiole values MODEL,

,c-IES, arnc TSP. If no parameter is specifiea, SERIES is assurr,ed. WRITE

cHn nnlj oe callea after an OPTIMIZE verb has been executed.

'IRITE viCiEL writes a ,,oGified MOLEL file. Only the currently selectee

risnt hlanG sice, bouna set, initial bound set, and range set will be included

in tne hLuEL file, ana iii the initial bound set all variables will be present

as type FX hitn a 9999.- incicatiorn.

AKITL SERIES writes a r*ocifiec SERIES file. Again, only the currently

,electea ritht hano siGe, bound set, initial bouna set, and range set will be

inclucea, ana in the initial Dcunc set all variables will be representea by

ftl, tir,e series. The LiFROM and LJTG cells should not be changed between

the execution cf GPTIiiIlZE ana WRITE S:EIES. The length of the ti,,e series on

file mhT will correspornd to the optirhiization perioa including the necessary

lcayeu variaoles.
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WRiTE TlP prccuces a file with the current solution values that can

ue entereG Girectly into TSP. ('nRITE MODEL ano WRITE TSP have not been imple-

,,,enteG yet.)

The output frouil the 'WRITE or WRITE SERIES verb can be used for re-

starts. Nutice, r,owever, that all variaoles are present as time series in

1ne initial bouna set. If they are not referenced by 9999.- inaicators in

t;e NOuEL file a r,inor error will result ano the initial values will not oe

uscC. Also, right hana siaes, oouno sets, initial bound sets, ana range sets

t.nat v.ere not selectea in the previous optimization will nct be part of the

nte bEiUES file, so if tney are referenced by 9999.s in the MODEL file a minor

error will result. Tne conzing WRITE MODEL verb will create a MOCEL file that

can be usea airecTl1.

7. Grairiary Gut:.,ut

Apart frox,i the FOhTRAIJ cui.pilers listing of the FCCMP suorcutine

t;ie oroirnary cutput fro;;. CONOPT can oe civiaea into 5 groups, each of '.hich

are GescriDeG in the followinn:

7.1 Control Protran, Listing

The first F.art of tne output is a listing of the control program

that is usea to control the orter cf the coniputaticns and the setting of

different cells. The control proSrann contains both the control carecs

aefinea cy the user ana cefault branch cards after the computational pro-

ceoures if a uranch caru was not supplieo by the user. Also default action

ror i,inor arn najor errors is adoed if it is not oefinec by the user. All

cares are assiyneo a nur,ber in the control proyram listing, ana this number

will e usea in later references.
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The control carcs usee with the exaniple in Section 8 are shown in

Fii. I, anG the correspcncing contrul prograia listinq is shown in Fig. 4.

7.. -xecution lnforniation

Tne execution of tne control proqrafi, can be followed closely on

-ne cu:Ut-. Each ti,oe a line is executec the number of the line, the

verm of tne line ana tne parar,,eters are printed. In case of a BRANCH-verb

rne value of tne oranc:i paraameter LBRAr,Ch is also printec.

7.3 'utuut from ;-,OUEL ano SERI,-S

The cefault output frc1,, thie input verbs MCCEL and SERIES is a

listing of tne section cards (-iODEL, R0OS, COLUMNS, etc.) with the card

ru,,,L,er, error t,essages for any errors found within a default limit of 10

.incr ErrLrh ano 10 major errors fcr each input section, and a summary of

mne nu[,,c,er cf errors in eacn section. The limit on the number of error

i.essa.,es is storec in LFEiR, ana LFERR2 for minor ana major errors

respectivel1j, ana they can be changed by the SET-verb.

it is possiole also to get a listing of the ordinary input cares.

Tne user cell LF,iPS wlth cefault value 0 gi'ves an upper bound on the

nui,,utr Ot recor0s listeG froi, each section of the MODEL-file, ano the

user ccll LFTSU has the sare purrose for the SERIES-file. Notice, the

listing of tne input is not an exact reprocuction of the input cards but

a listiny o,f th-' Gata as they are interpretee Dy the input routines.

7.4 Uutput froi,. OPTIMIZE

The output fiao, OPTIHiIZE will 'we explairea throuyh an example. The

it_raticri cutput frcr,l OPTIMIIZE corresponding to the exam,ple in section 8 is
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shown in Fig. 5 and 6. Fig. 5 shows the first phase of the optimization

where we search for a feasible solution. The search is done period by

period, and the numbers in the output listing have the following meaning

(the explanation is a little technical and the user without interest in

the methodology can jump to Section 7.5):

PER!OD: ihe number of the period in wnich we search for a feasible solution.

All earlier periods are already feasible, or they are not par of' the

optimization.

PHASE: The search uses three different algorithms with decreasing speed

but with increasing reliability:

1: - We use a Newton-type aigorithm within the current time period, keeping

lagged variables fixed. Tne basic variao1es are if possible chosen

away from the bounds, and if there is more freedom left, a nearly

triangular basis is chosen.

2: - If Newton is not successful, which mainly will be the ?,e if there

are not enough variables away from bounds to choose as basic variables,

a gradient and conjugate gradient search is tried, again keeping

lagged variables fixed.

3: - If both the Newton and the gradient search fails, the lagged variables

will also have to be chanqed. Tnis is done in phase 3. We iterate in

an optimization problem with the sumn of squared infeasibilities in the

first infeasible period as the objective and with the equations in the

earlier feasible periods as constraints, essentially using a reduced

gradient algorithm.
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b,PTII'j^L STE?Lc.GTHi: This is the steplength, either in the ,I wton-direction

Hiiase 1) or in tne braoient or reduced sraoient airection (,hase 2 or 3),

onat %as Tounu to 6ive the smallest surii of squared infeasibilities. Ir. the

iiewtc,n alsorithi.. an initial steplength of 1 is tried. In the gracient

searcrn tne initial rate c,f cnanSe of the vector of infeasibilities is com-

puteo ana oasea on tnis an initial steplenSth is estimatea.

,i*iAXiL STEPLEiiGTh: Tne largest steplength that woula keep all variables

witnin the uouncs. In Newton the r..axiiral steplength is never assui-nec to be

larSer tnan i.

Sbl1 UF oQUARED INFEASIBILITI S: Tne suLn of the squared residjals or infeasi-

:jilities irn tine first irXfeasiole period after tne iteration has been finished

nhe lines witncut an iteration numDer simply print the initial value of the

sui,. of squareo resikuals oefore any searcn is perforn,ea.

WhLLb UF -Cu!P: This nui,oer counts the tctal number of calls of the user-

sLuroutinie FNUaP uurlrn' tre iteraticn incluaing tne calls *seo to cor,,pute the

runnlriear Fartidl cerivatives of tne ccnstraints.

ChANGE COLUMtIS: This nur,ber is only printea in pnase 2 and 3. In phase 2

it counts the nurnrer of variaDles that are'not restrictea by a bound in

the initial point of the search, or in otner words the number of variables

ueteeen Douncs during the search. In phase 3 it is the nuLlber cf super-

basics in the earlier feasiDle perioas plus the number of unconstrainea

variaoles in the first infeasiole period.

COIiJ. GrkU. A logical variaule that is true if a conjugate search is used.

Tnis is tihe case if the changing variables are the san,e as in the last

iteration.
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:n FiS. u is shown the orGinary iterdtion output curing tne -ptimization,

also for the exar,,ple in Section 8. The output is aivicec into 6 categories

for tne inversion, the superbasis, the one dimensional search, the reduced

yracaient, tne tolerances, anG the objective function. The explanation cf

;r,e nuiia;ers is:

UiVEfRSiU'i:

EC-i: Tne nui.,ber of oasis changes from last iter!tion ccuntea as the number

of new nonrudsic variaoles.

z)P: Tne numoer of spike colun,ns usea to represent the inverse oasis matrix

for cll time periods.

SPE: Tne nur,uer of nonzero elements in tne spike columns.

PEP: Tne nurmcer of pivots between periocs, i.e. the number cf times it was

not possiole to cr ose a nasic variaole 'cr a row from the time perica of the

row.

LFC: The number of calls of FCCMP usea to cxmpute the nonlinear derivatives

of tne ccnstraints.

SUPEkbASIS:

LSD: Tne nui.,)er of superoasic variables usea ',.jring the iteration.

tB: Tne nui,,ber of the variaules entering the superbasis in the iteration

if an. ** incicates that a.ore than one iariable were accec to -he super-

Dasis curin6 tne iteration.

-Ab: Tne nur,,ber of the variables leavini the superbasis curing the iteration

i' an;. ,he nurmber of the variaDle here ara in + SB corresponcs to the

nur6uer usea in the solution output.
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STP: The nuwiUer of aifferent steplenytns that were tried in tne oneoir,,en-

sional search.

LFC: Tne nuaI.Ler of Calls of FCCM? used curing the onedimensionai search

in the Newton suoroutine to check for feasibility and to return to the

teasiole surfdce.

L-U?T: The final steplenSthi in the search. Values in the crder of

ina,nituce cf 1 inoicates a well-scaled ana well-behaved prcblem.

rLAi: A icgical variaule tnat is trJe (T.! -, the onecimensiorai searcn

was actively constrainec oy a oouna ,n one of the oasic cr superoasic

vanri a Ies .

uK: , loyical variaole tnat is false (F) if something goes wrong in the

onecim,ensional searcn, especially if .here are problems with tne convergence

of tne Newton alsorit.ha,.

AuCIJUUi;:) AL.iE_. :

L-h-GRk: Gives the 1enS:n ( _uclician norm) of the part of the reauced

sracient znat corresponos to the superoasic variables including any super-

oasls acueoa curing the iteration.

'-uX: The lengtn of the change vectcr ,Fr the super-basics, also including

artj sugerUaslcs arCeG curing the iteration.

,,F/sL: The initial rate of change of the aD jective function along the

search Girectiun.

H-CUNL,: , lower tiouna on the condition nusmber of the estiniated hesssian of

tne recLcea oujective function coa,putec as the square of the ratio of the

iarSest 0o srallest ciayonal element in the Cholesky factorization of the

hessiarn estii,wa:E. LarSe nur,cers can inaicatec that the proDleni is badly

s.al eu.
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OtdELT: In the ;iewtcn iterat-ons, where we restore feasibility after Some

variatles have oeen chansea, tne error in the oujective due to errors in the

constraints is cclyuteo as the scalar prcouct of toe resicuals ano the

La',rar,ve ,uItipliers. Wuring the onecimersinal search this est ,nate of the

error is requireo to ue iess tnan the numDer shown. In the line printed

when tne oti;,,a1 3OUtlon is reachea the nLmber in this column is .he actuil

estimate of the error.

LaiWTx.: The ocuna ,sea in the Newton iterations on the sum of squarea in-

teasioilities in one time perioa.

UoiLCTIVE FUiLTIO1: The value of the oo ective at the end of the iteration.

7.5 UL.tpUt frorm 'UTPUT

For a sam,ple ot the output of the solution produced by the verb

uUTDu,, see FiH. 7 ina 8 that again refer to the example in Section 8.

Tne cutput is civicea into two parts, one Gescribing the informa-

ti)n tnat has to Go with the constraints, ana cne that describes the

variaoles.

The first infonr,ation printea on the tcp of each page is the status

cf the sclution. There are fire cifferent pcssioilities:

UPTINML: ,he length of the superoo.vi part of the reduced gradient is less

than the tolerance, o,- the numtar of superbasic variables is zero

with no cancicate to enter the superbasis.

1iJTERts,LD1ATE iLCAGPTIMAL: A feasible solition has been found ano we are in

tite prGr2ss of iliprovinX this solution.



iiu,L ,uoNUPT1ir<L: h feasiDle solution has oeen found. The iterations have

ueen stoppeG, either because the convergence is too slcw or because

it was not possiDle to find a better solution even though the

reaucea gradient was greater than the tolerance.

±Fb ajL_': ,No fedsolle solUtion can be founa because a loca' minimum in

,ne suJm of squarea resicuals was fcunc. The Cutput will only show

tne in..ial ,easible periods ana the first perioc with

infeasio, iD ,iies.

;,TE,~S;, h F I TFEAIaLE: EL No feasible solution nas been found yet, but the

search can cctinLe. Again only the initial feasible periods and

the first rerica witn .'feasibilities is Drintea.

The seconra Oiece of info mation is the value of the obJective

funcion. Jf :ne status of the solution shows an infeasible solution the

value rinc2;, is :ne sur o,F squared infeasibiiities in the infeasible period,

ahu if a feasiDle solution i.as been founa the value printed is the value of

tne v)ojective cefi,eG uy the user.

Tne next line cives the narres frci; the MiOOEL ana SERIES cards and

the rna.es of the selecteG oDjective function, rignt hard siae, bounca set,

ranSe sez, ana tue cirecrion of the optieiinzaticn.

rhe rest of tne page in the COINSThA .. section (Fic. 7) is very

s5iii lar to croinary L?-output v4itrh an extra cc,iumn incicati ng the tir,e

,-eri(;G. A few cc,..ents a prc.iaDly needed:

i.. The constraints are aefinec as LLl y )i^ ) < BU,t where

the lower anc upper right hanmi siaes can t= e-ual (type EQ),

cne can ue - or . infinity 'type LE or 5E;, Loth can have
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aosolu.e value infinity (type FR) or they can both oe finite

but Gifferent ktype RG). The value of gi is printea in the

COW ,CTIVITY columj,n and the values of ELit ano BUit in the

RhS LOWER 2na RHS UPPER colum,ns respectively.

o. ,r,e value in .ne :L,CK colui,in is the value u, definea by

)+ u = Bt, where B is the right hana side value.

3. Tite value in tne MARGINAL coluiiin shows the partial cerivative of

tlie optimal objective function value with respect to B.t, keeping

in i,inc tnat SL ano/or BU.g moves with Bi. if they are not
it ~~it i

infinity.

4. iiotice tnat tne value of the objective function in the feasible

case is co;wputeG as minus tne sum, of the slacks in the objective

rows. Theretore, the marginals cf the free nonbinding objective

rows are always one.

;. Nwhen a feasible solution has not yet been found the MARGINAL column

snows the partial cerivatives of the sum of squared infeasibilities.

when tne search is in phase 1 or 2, see-section 7.4, only unlagged

variaules ano equations are consicered ana the marginals are

rot cefinea (LiNDEF) for laQced corstraints.

The first lines in tne VARIABLES section (see Fig. 8) are the sarre

as in the LUNST'hMINTS section. The rest of the page is again very similar to

LP-output with tne aGcitional PERIOD column. The cifferences frCo, LP are:

The ,-NbEEk printeG in the first column is the numbe- I the

variaole useo internally, and it is also the number that is

usea in the iteration lo to cescribe variaoles enterinc anc
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leaving the superbasis. The nu,ber sometinies jumps between

tiiiie perioGs. The missing nuntoers ccrrespcnd to slack variables

that ire reported in the CGONSTRAINTS section.

2. The STATUS of the variaDles can assume more value than in LP.

Ipart from LOwER, UPPER, ana BASIC we have LAGGED variables,

i.e. variaoles from Defore the optimization period that are

neeaeu in one cr ,,ore constraints, ana SUPER(-basic) variables,

i.e. nonDos c variaoles not at a bound. In the search ,for a

feasiule solution there are two more values of the status:

CUN.TANT, that is usea for laSSed variables not changed in the

pnase i anu 2 procedures for finaing a feasible solution, ana

ACTIVE, that is usea for variables changea in the last gradient

search. A last status, Ui;EF, is used for all variables just

after a feasiole solutiu.i has been found and before the opti-

i,iization is started.

3. The CBJ. GRADIENT is simply the sum of the derivatives of all

the oujective rows lagged properly relative to each other.

Variaules frcf,m outsiae the optimization period have an undefined

oo.,ective gradient (UNIDEF). Before a feasible solution has been

found the nLmoer printed is the derivative of the sum of squared

inTeasloDlities in the infeasible period with respect to the

variaDle of the line. If we are in phase 1 or 2 of the search

for a feasiole solution where lasseo variables are kept constant

(status CGNtiQTAIJ) the objective gradient is undefinea.
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47. The i.D. GRADiENT column gives the reducea gradient. It corre-

s,onas to tnie reducea costs in LP ano it can be interpreted in

tne saui,e way. The sign is chosen such that the reduced gradient

value of a variable at a bouna corresponds to the partial derivative

uf tne opti,,al ou-ective function value witn respect to the variable,

taKing ir,to account that the constraints should be satisfied, except

possiDly tnue bounos on this variable. The sign is independent of

tnue optimization airection.

5. Before a feasible solution is found the RED. GRADIENT values are a

little different. In the infeasible period the constraints are not

useo ana the reduceG 'radient is equal to the objective gradient.

In the earlier feasiule perioos the reduced gradient is either

nut definea, as in phase i and 2, or it is the reduced gradient

of the sun, of squared infeasiDilities in the infeasible perioa.

7.u Testoutput

Most of the subroutines in the systeni contain write statements for

testoutput ano the testoutput can ue controled to cover single. subroutines or

sriiall groups of suDroutines at different levels of detail.

Testuutput is controllea oy corrwnunication cells with names

starting witn LO. The nau,,es ano the documentation of these cells can oe

found in the internal cocumentation of the system in subroutine INITLZ. All

output lines should be more or less self-explanatory as long as the naming

conventions milentioned in INITLZ -r remeberrbred. The listing of the internal

Gocumentation can be r.,aGe by a li -le program that follows the system. But

oe careful. The occumiientation uses over 120 pages.
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Throubh the use of iteration interrupts, resetting of cells and re-

start. of the optiwization it is fairly easy to limit the testoutput to

certain iteratlons.

A. n Exarople

The fGllcWinc [,roGel is a small n,ocel cescrlDing the pricing problem

Qf the GPEC countries if tniey want to imaximize discounted profits fron their

oil reserves. The n,ocel is taken from R.S. Pindyck, "Gain to Producers frcm

ntie Lartelization of ExinaustiDle Resources" in Review of Economics ana

atarietics, vol. to, p. 238-251. Only the equations of the mocel and the

necessary data will De Siven. For further explantation, see the original

paper.

Variaoles:

Tfv; - the total demano for oil on the world market in year t in billion

oarrels (ob).

Jt - the supply froi,, non-OPEC countries in year t (bb).

CS - the cui;,ulative supply from non-OPEC countries to year t inclusive (bb).

K - tne amount of oil supplied by OPEC countries in year t (bb).

ht - the reserves of oil in the OPEC countries in the beginning of year

t (bo).

P - the price char6eG by OPEC countries in year t. This price is supposed

to set the world market price. In 1975-dollars/barrel.

The aoove names without subscript t will be used as variable or column names

in the riUDEL-file.
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Data:

In i974 we hao the followinX values for the variables:

Tu = i&.0, S = b.5, LS = 0.0, 0 = 11.5, and R = 500.0.

Ecquations:

Trie naries written before the explanation of the equations are the nanes used as

row or equation riai'es in the MODEL-file.

TDEQ: Deit,and equation of the world marked:

TUt =0 MM7T0. 1-0-13 P + 1.0 + 2.3 (1.015)t 1975 C

- TV + u-87TUt 0.13 Pr = 1.0-2.3 ( 1 -0 1 5 )t
T. t-t

cLQ: )upply Function for non-OPEC countries:

=t - %-i + (O.1P, + 1.1) (1.02) Or

-Cst7
-t + U. 75 St_1 + (C.1Pt+ 1-1) (1.02) 0 =

cEQ: kccounting identity tor cunulative supply from non-OPEC countries:

U-' t = z-'L1 + St or - CSt + CSt_i + St = O

ULQ: harket oalance equation:

u= T - S or - D, + T -S- = 0
T; t L tL

.E(S: .ccountir.n iuentity 'or the OPEC reserves:

Mt -1 Ut or - Rt + R%t1 i Dt = 0

PRUFIT: Cojective function term, for year t

U. (K - a50/%) (i.05) 1974t
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The MUDEL-input file is shown in Fig. 1. Notice the follcwing:

a. The nonlinearities, P ano CS in SEQ and D, P, and R in PROFIT,

are all inGicatea uy the 999999.-indicator. All other expressions

are linear with time inGependent coefficients, ano the coefficients

are enterea as in oroinary LP.

U. There are 4 laygea term. They are all aeclared in the LAGS-

section where also the lagnumber of 1 is declarea.

c. Ihere are nonlinearities in the SEQ and PROFIT expressions. There-

fore, they are oeclared in the FUNCTION right hand side as having

inGex 2 and 4 in FCCMP, respectively.

cu. TUEQ is tne only equation with a nonzero right hand side. Since

the right hand sice is time dependent it is declared with the 9999.-

nri catcor.

e. The variaoles CS, D, R, ana P enter nonlinearly somewiere and they

are ueclared in the VARIABLE bGund set as having indices 1, 6, 4,

ano 2 in FLCMP, respectively. Notice that the names appear in the

sa,,,e oraer as in the column section.

f. The CS, h, ana P variaDles enter in nonlinear functions that have

srngularities in zero. They are therefore given positive lower

bounos to avoio nur,,erical aifficulties. All other variables will

by cefault have a lower bouna of zero.

>. In orcer to test the influence of initial values two aiifferent

bouna sets with initial values are declarea. In the control

progra,-, we can choose the particular set of inital values.
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ni. In tine i;iT,A bouna set sor,,e of the variables are oeclarea to be

initializeu at tne same value in all time perioas. In i,iany cases

tne user has sori,e apriori knowledge of tne order of magnitude of

the raocel variables and passing this information can increase the

sHeea ana nunterical stability significantly.

Tne SEIkciS irnput file is shown in Fiy. 2. Notice the following:

d. A very long timie series has been entered in the RHS-section.

In the control prograrr, we will ceclare the actual optimization

perioo ano the relevant part of the series will be extracted.

The auvantage of the long series ; that it can be used for

,,any runs with cifferent time horizon.

D. ln the IiilTIAL oounc set the time series are entered with only

one elei.ent, the lagGea initial value. This is the minimum

amount of information.

c. in tne [NITA oouna set the time series for CS is simply made

up to fit the constant initial S-values. The series for the

reserve R is chosen as a geometric series with the quotient

known froi,, 1974 to 75. These initial values make economic

sense, ana they can increase the speed significantly

o ziotice that the tin,e series are supplied in the same orcer.

as the 9999's in the MOCEL-file.

The simplest set of control cards that can run the example is

shohn in Fig. 3, and the total control program with all aefault branches and

cefault lauels interestea is shown in Fig. 4. The iteration output from the

exa,1,le is shown in Fig. 5 arc 6, ana the print of the optimal solution is

snoy.n in Fig. 7 anG 8. Fig 3 to 8 have all been discussea in Section 7.
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Table 3. Summary of CONOPT - Verbs

'Vero Parameters - Descriotion

BRANCH 'I '2 . n Jumps to ILBRANCH and sets LBRANCH = 1

CRPRINT cI c2 *-- cs displays current value of one or more
CR cells

EXIT none terminates CONOPT

MESSAGE <text> prints <text>

NEXT none returns to verb following the latest
PERFORM call

PERFORM I 1. * t return-jump to L3RA'zC and sets1. 2 .. n LBRANCH -IL1AC

SET c1 P2 sets c1 to P2

STEP C, P2 increments: cI - cI P2

TEST P1 P2 sets LBRANCH 1 p I < P2

2 p, = p2

3 Pl > P2

TIME none prints current resource use

MODEL blank/name reads first/name model and sets
LBRANCH 1 successful

2 major error
3 minor error

OPTIMIZE ncne sets LBRANCH - 1 optimal
2 major error
3 infeasible
4 iteration interrupt
S convergence too slow
6 no change In objective
7 time limit
8 feasible solution only
9 insufficient core

OUTPUT blank generates 'PS-like output and/or FORTRAN-
FULL readable file
FULL/SPEC
SPEC'AL

SERIES blank/name reads first/name series and sets
LBRANCH = 1 successful

2 maJor error
3 minor error

WRITE blank generates new series or model file
SER IES
MOC EL
TS?

* c; * CR cell.

Pi = CR cell cr constant.

Li . label.
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Table 4. CONOPT-Verbs and their Cefault BRANICH Labels

Vero Default Labels LBRAtiCH Set

BkANCH not applicable I

CRPkiiNT not applicaule no

EXIT not applicaDle no

M>ESz))^Gc not applicable no

IUrJEL * AJERR MIINERR yes

iEXT not applicaDle no

UuTPuT not applicable no

UPTIfnIZa * MAJEaR PROBOUT yes

PERFOkrl not applicable 1

SERIES * MAJERR MINERR yes

ScT not applicaole no

STEP not applicaule no

TEST * yes

TirlL- not applicable no

WkITE * MAJERR MINERR yes
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Figure 1: Listing of Model File

MOOEL OPEC
ROWS

E TDEQ
9 PPOFIT
E SEO

E CSEQ
E DEQ
E REQ

COLUmNS
To TEQ a1; oEnI
s SEo M1,
S CSEO 1,0000 )nEQ -1,0
CS SEQ 99999q90 CSEQ .1I
O DEO .I ,
D REQ - ,0
D PROFIT 9q999q;
R REQ -1,0
Q PQOFIT 9999*q.
p PRoFIT 999999.
P SEO 999999,
p TOEQ .0,13

LAGS 1.
TD TOEG 0,87
S SEI 0.75
Cs CSEO 1l
R REO 1,0

RHS
FUNCrION PROFIT
FUNCTION SEQ 2,
RIGHT TOEG qqqq9

BOUNDS
LO 9ND CS 0,01
LO BNO R 0,01
LO SNO p 0,01
FX INIYIAL TO 9999;
FX INITIAL S 9999,
FX INITIAL CS 9999,
FX INITIAL 0 9qqq,
FX INITIAL R 9q99,

VARIABLE CS le
VARIABLE D
VARIABLE P
VARIABLE P 2,

FX INITA TO 18,0
FX INITA S b,5
FX INITA CS 9999,o
FX INITA 0 11.5
FX INITA P 9999q,
FX !NITA P 14.0

ENOAT;



Fig3r- La: FCO'.P Subroutu_ne

c
C EXAMPLE NO I * TwE wChOPOLY CASE OF THE rPEC PROBLEM,
c

SU8RnUTINIE FCO"p(%,G1
REAL GCL).X(b)
CO mr)N/CRUSEl/N;GQ*%COL, NCALL, IPB, rBITIMEE IERR

C
C THE NONLINE4R PART CF Twc SU?PLY FuNCTION FUR THE NON-OPEC CONTRIES,
C

CG(2)=Ct , I 4o,1*x(2S ,*1 *029-b*-xC ! jX7,)

C THE (RJECTIVE FUNCTIC14,
c

ENOC
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F'igure 9: Contrcl Program

'4ODEL
SET X 1 Q-5

SET ' jTO Q7J
cEP tES
scT .4SIHS QIGHT
SET K938NiD aND
SET ANSo;J ;Q IT

SET !NSItR mAXIMIZE
roPTIu! IZE
, UT 'UT

EXIT



Figure 4: r-xDanded Control Program

NUm^'_ ,LA8EL,. .vEps;, PAR^A'., *,LQAM2, *PARA3. ,P&RAA4, *PARAMS,

I wOOEL
2 RJANCX , 'AJERR 4I?1ERR ;DEFAULT)

3 SET L;FROm 1075
a sET LJTO *Q79

5 sERIES
b RQt%NCh . MAJEQR m1NEQ 9 (DEFAULT)

7 SET KNSRQm RIr.wT
tS SET NS;4?D RNO

Q SET (NSO8J ?q9nFrtI
SET .CNSOIR 4A^X1IZE

1 t rP T S HM ;ZE

12 Pt R ANC4 * AiJEQR PRBOLUT (DFFAULI

13 OUTPUT
14 EITY

l5 m'1EPQ wES5AGE ^AJOR E9ROR 'ER041ATE 
(DEFAULT

to FX'IT 
VDEFULT

17 'INER; -ESSAGZ wINOR EQOR 'ERmINATE (DEFAULT

Ia FXIt 
(DEF&ULT

t9 PpQgnuT .-ESSAGE NCN CPTI-&L EXIT 
(DEFAULT

20 nuIPUT 
(DEFAULT

21 SAVE 
(DEFAULT

22 EXIT 
(DEFAULT

0 EPQOQ(35 7N CONTROL PQ0nRAm (SIZE= %2Uz,



Figure 5: Iteration Log - Search for a Feasible Solution

SEARCH FOCZ A FEISTiLE SOLUTION

V'ERA. OP,T14AL MAXT4AL SUM (C QnUARED CALLS C?HANGE CONJj.TION PERIOD PHASE STEPLENGTH STEPLENGTH INFEASTBILITIES OF FCOuP CULUMNS GRAD,

19' 5 2,5o38SItj7E*O5 1
I 1q75 1 O, O, 2.5o365luj7E*05 O
2 1q75 2 ?.021oE-O1 1.1863r+07 a,8072g7833E+0o 1 7 F
3 iq75 1.000OE+oO 1.0oOOE+oo 2,888158au3E.o8 5

IQ7b 2,01701i759E02 2
a lq7b I .0OnE*oA 1. FOOOoF40 2 17d0Q97t08 5

i!9)7 11 a7613a8sbE0oo 2
S lq?7 I 1°0°00OE.0 l.ooOOE*oo 1,5O167RQ8uE.13 5

!A7~ 11,jjU776oa2E.00 2
4 07d I I,OOOOE*o0 1.0000E+00 b,la2u89al3E.1j 5

197Q 8,62
7
761sb7L-CI

7 I97Q I i.OnOOE*00 l.oooE+oo 2.u25aOo8jE.u 5

FEASIBL9 S"LuTION, VA.UE nF lijECTIVF l,389b'Uba4E+O1



Flgure 6: Iteration 1,og - Search for Optitlal SoluLioll

ITEHA. INVFHSION SUPEROASIs nEfDIMENSItINAL SEARCH REDUCED GPADIENT 1ULtRANLES HJtEcilvt

TION BCH SPC SPE PBp CFC ;53H ,Si *Sb STP CFC L-OPT MAX O1K L-H-GRA I -DX DF/7L Hi-CONO IJUJI CT, C(NSI.R I Ur.C TIC1

8 5 S Is 0 ?0 5 l0* l 84 1.12E+00 F T 2.851+.0 2.85E+01 8,11.E02 I.E100 1,4t-o5 6.0I-Ob 4.noCe0l5b7E,02

v 0 s IS 0 ?0 S 2 tB 3,29E*o6 F T 2.27E100 2.27Lt00 5,104i00 1,E00 5,i-03 6.oO-Oo .1-obllbbl7i,*02

10 0 s IS 0 20 5 2 17 3.720+oO F T 4.01L.03 4-08E.01 1.62E-01 3.,f00 I,bt-04 6,OE-Ob 4,1496b413t1u2

It 0 5 Is n ?n 5 3 25 292?+E00 F T 4,25L,02 4,67E102 1.89E-o3 3,f+00 1.9f-Ob b,Ot.0b 4,71b9b1IbL4,G2

12 0 5 IS 0 20 52 2 12 1,52E*00 f T 3,04L-02 4.82E-02 1,21E-03 3,1E00 1,2f-nb 6,0k.06 b4.7 b708tSL*02

13 0 S IS 0 20 S 3 26 3,92E100 F T 1,59E-03 1,67E-03 2.601-06 3.f#D0 2,8.E09 6,0i-Ob 4.749b70905t*02

14 0 5 IS n ?0 S I b 1,00foO0 F T 6.66E.04 1.53E-03 i8.87E-07 1 .*00 2,3F-09 b,OE-b ' b 479970910oE02

IS 0 5 IS 0 20 5 2 10 1.001*oO F r 8.07E,05 2,1tE-04 1.40L.08 2.E.00 2,3E-09 6,.OEOb 4749L790910f102

16 0 S IS O 20 5 7,04E.07 2,30b-06 1.47L-12 2.1.00 497E-10 6,OE.06 4.74967009101.02

A* OPTIMAL SDLUTION. THL LENGTH OF THE REDIUCED GRADIENT 13 LESS THAN 7HE TOLERA04CE.

c'' tLINE 12 BRANCH wITH LbRANCH a I

^*a LINE 13 OUTPiuT



FiLiure 7: Output. o.f E:oouitralint& Sectlmi

C U N a T l A I N T S

SOLUTION STAT11Ss 1)P1ImAL VALUE Uk OBJLCTIVL 474,9b709

M0DELm0PFC SLNlf3zTSS1NTLtT (8J9PROF I RNHScRIGHT BNDaBNI) RNGU OfU:tMAXZNIEif

NUNBfbi NAME PfEInD TyPi STATIS ROW ACTIVITY SLACK RHS LOwER RHS UPPLk MARG I.-uAL

...... ......... _ . , ..... , .. .... .. ,,,,,,, ,,..........._.. ............. a_,_.__ .__,,_........... ............. ------------- ____.___

I ll)FO 1975 to BINDING -3,10000 , .53*0000 -3.30000 .47,20544

2 PPnFIT 197S FR SLACK 120,57020 -120,57020 -INF .INi -1.00000 o8J

St 197i o BINDING S f 141900
4 CSfQ 1975 CO BINDING . * s7b
S ot n 1 975 tEQo BINDING I *ItS *,01071

6 RIO 1975 RIQ IItOINDI N * .03W0?
1 To$ij 1976 tl tBINDING *1 3S*430 S3 ,4,350 .I0,IaJ371
H PjiVT I 1 197O IN L .ACK 9V'9202b "9'S92026 ! .INF $II II,00000 IIUJ

' 51n 1976 i t HINOI NG It l05 AB
to CSfIJ 1976 Ear RINOING , , , -,,O979
II ntn 197b EQ hINDING, , , * p10,9219
12 Rt 19I76 tE BINDING, 0, 2 , 09
II StfO '977 EQ BINDING -3.36952 .3,3b9S2 -,3b.952 u ,943dS3

I PUnF I T 1 97 7 FR SLACK 8t,58376 -88 .837 *6 INP *JNF -* I .00000 O8J

I sin 3977 FO 8INDINC * ,N, 2,o80929
16 CSFtJ 1977 f IIND I NG * * ^49bo

17 otn 1977 1n A INDNn .I * G10,o0421
3A Rtn 1977 ir HINOING * *-'0191'

19t TDrO 1978 t a IlluDING -43:0506 -.4 050 b JS,40506 ".I7,15207

20 PR(FI1 1978 FR SLACK 88,85264 -88,85264 -INf +INI -100000 (OIJ

21 St (1 1978 to HINnCNG I,?QtJ8524
?2 CSfO 1978 CU BINOING , . * -, 50

21S Din 1978 EO BINDING , , ,12,51995

24 Rqio 1978 Fn BINOING * . -,01112

?6 TOFO 1979 EO 6INDING -3,4411t4 , 14414 .'J44114 .17,04844

26 P"nFIT 1979 FU SLACK 81,04024 *81,04024 -INF .IN -. 00000 UbJ

27 Stn 1979 En BINDING * * 10l,90042
26 CSFQ 1979 Ef BI DIND I , , -. 14202

29 DE a 1979 EQ BINDING .*17,04844

l0 Rin 1979 En BINDING , *,,00439
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APPENDIX

Soecial Output File

The use of the FULL/SPEC as SPECIAL option with the OUTPUT verb

causes the current solution to be written onto a FORTRAN-readable file. The

default ,file name TAPE12 can be changed via the SOL= Vn parameter on the

CONOPT call card. If more than one solution is written to the same file,

each solution is separated by an end-of-file mark; no file positioning takes

place either before or after writing.

The CONOPT variable and equation names have to be augmented by a

period-code in order to be compatible with standard LP naming conventions.

COrIOPT uses character positions 9 and 10 (counted from the left) to encode

a 2-character base 32 period-code. The characters and their order are

A,3,... ,Z,0,1,...,5. The following encoding scheme is uses by default:

period code

base 0 AA

1 AB

31 A5

3 2 BA

-O 55

-1 54

The code for the base period can be changed with the LJTAB cell

(default zero). For example, setting LJTAB to 1975 will associate the code

AA with 1975, AB with 1976 and so on.

In any event, CONOPT prints a message to indicate the exact encoding

scheme used in generating the special file.



The format of this file follows the APEX-1it specifications, see

Appendix B of the APEX-III reference manual. The code for the basis status

had to be extended to account for super-basic status. Bits 11-10 of the

special word (word 7) includes the following types:

00 nonbasic

Oi nonbasic at upper bound

'O basic

11 super basic

ExamDle:

The following example illustrates the use of the special file in

connection with TASGEN. The control cards are:

OPT.

REWIND,TAPE12.

TABGEN.

7/8/9

<FCOMP subroutine>

7/8/9

<CONOPT control program>

7/8/9

(Matrix>

7/8/9

<Series>

7/8/9

<TABGEN input>

6/7/8/9



Trie expandea control program was:

NUlIBER .LABEL.. *vERR.,,. ,P4RAMj, *PARAM2, ,PARAM3I ,PARAM14 ,PARAM5,

I0DEL

2 ;RANCN * 4AJEPR 'TNERR
3 3ET LJFROM 1q75
u .q E t LJTn I 7 

5 sERIES
,, pRRANCH M NAJERR HINERQ

7 sET KNSQHS RGTHT

3 SET (-NSRND NC

Q 5ET NSn;flJ 0)OFIT

10 SET KNSOIR TAXIMIZE

SET LJTAR I Q79

12 r,PTImIZE

13 BRANCH * 4AJEPR PRqOOUT

a1 r1UTPUT vULL/SPEC

15 FXIT
I 4AJERR uESSACE MAJOR FQPRO TERMINATE

17 FXIT
18 LT4NERR uESSAGFi MINOP ERPOR . TERMINATE

t 9 EEXIT

20 PROeuOT MESSAGE NiON OPTImAL EXIT

2l nUTPUT
22 SAVE
23 EXIT

0 ERCRO(S) I'J CONTROL PRPnRA4 (SIZE= 132),



*he control file to TASGEN was:

I TITLEc EaSY UPEC PPLGRLE
2 SETS
3 Q2 Y YEAR
1 L A A I75
15 A1i7 6
6 AC v)77
7 AO Ia78
8 AE Ia79
9 18 v VARIABLES

10 P rTCE
I I D .OPEC

12 TD D.TOrAL
13 S S..?ON-OPEC
I a C cs Stj-s
t5 Q RrSEPVES
16 TA8LES

l7 CA PRIMAL S(ILUTION VALuES
18 3 y V
19 END

The TABGENr output was:

EASY OPEC PROBLEM

TABLE It* P.IrSAL SOLUTION VALUES

YEAR PRICE 0)-OPEC n-TOTAL S-NON-OPEC SMl9-S RESERvES

I175 13,11 10.007 17,2'J9 7,2412 7,242 489,993
1976 12,11 0, 1 11 lb,7bb 7.b;8 1'A,890 Le8,875
1977 12.87! 8,30q 16,282 7,97S 22,3ba J72,567
197B 15,76Q 7,o09 15.521 8.430 31,2914 465,47 b
l97q 22,3U7 1,i752 lu,ouJ4 9,292 U0.5S6 46o,72a


